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Third Time in American history Communist insurrections have
followed wars.

Red Summer (1919)

HISTORY OF COMMUNIST PARTY USA (CPUSA

“It is a universal truth that the loss of
liberty at home is to be charged to the
provisions against danger, real or
pretended, from abroad.” -James Madison
Armand Hammer Russian immigrant son of
Julius Hammer personal comrade
with
Vladimir Lenin.
There
is autographed
photo of Lenin to Armand Hammer.
After
Russian Revolution, murdering Czar while
shifting blame on others the movement
grew.
Communism
birthplace
was
“Rhineland”
area in Worm, Germany.
“What does Christianity mean today? National Socialism is a
religion. All we lack is a religious genius capable of
uprooting outmoded religious practices and putting new ones in
their place. We lack traditions and ritual. One day soon
National Socialism will be the religion of all Germans. My
Party is my church, and I believe I serve the Lord best if I
do his will, and liberate my oppressed people from the fetters
of slavery. That is my gospel.”
― Joseph Gobbles

This thing cannot be judged
or estimated by political
rules or principles. It is
“Iniquity”
under
a
political mask. It is not
something to be brought
before the bar of world
history
but
rather
something that has to be
dealt with by the judicial
administration of each
country.”
Dr. Joseph Goebbels speech
delivered in Nurnberg 13
Sept 1935 Seventh National
Socialist Party
Many in America today have no clue of history of Communist
Party and others being created since 2008.
Revolutionary
Communist Party USA has played major role in Ferguson Riots.

The Red Summer refers to the race riots that occurred in more
than three dozen cities in the United States during the summer
and early autumn of 1919. In most instances, whites attacked
African Americans. In some cases many blacks fought back,
notably in Chicago, where, along with Washington, D.C. and
Elaine, Arkansas, the greatest number of fatalities

occurred.[1]
The riots followed postwar social tensions related to the
demobilization of veterans of World War I, both black and
white, and competition for jobs among ethnic whites and
blacks. The riots were extensively documented in the press,
which along with the federal government conflated black
movements with bolshevism.
Activist and author James Weldon Johnson, employed since 1916
by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) as a field secretary, coined the term “Red
Summer.” In 1919, he organized peaceful protests against the
racial violence of that summer.
The Red Scare and the communist party (1919–1923)[edit]
From its inception, the Communist Party USA came under attack
from state and federal governments and later the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. In 1919, after a series
unattributed bombings and attempted assassinations

of
of

government officials, and judges (later traced to militant
adherents of the radical anarchist Luigi Galleani), the US
Department of Justice headed by Attorney General A. Mitchell
Palmer, acting under the Sedition Act of 1918, began arresting
thousands of foreign-born party members, many of whom the
government deported. The Communist Party was forced
underground and took to the use of pseudonyms and secret
meetings in an effort to evade the authorities.
The party apparatus was to a great extent underground. It reemerged in the last days of 1921 as a legal political party
called the Workers Party of America. As the red scare and
deportations of the early 1920s ebbed, the party became bolder
and more open. An element of the party, however, remained
permanently underground and came to be known as the “CPUSA
secret apparatus.”

IMMIGRATION
CONTROL
KEY
PREVENTING INSURRECTIONS

TO

Not every immigrant came to America for religious freedom.
As JFK stated in his famous “Secret Society” speech “covet
means” and “infiltration rather than invasion”.
The Red
Summer of 1919 and mass immigration, labor unions, massive
growth of political parties lead to War Department DOD
Training Manual addressing massive immigration and steps to
preserve the republic.

During this time, immigrants from Eastern Europe are said to
have played a very prominent role in the CPUSA. A majority of
the members of the Socialist Party were immigrants and an
“overwhelming” percentage of the CPUSA consisted of recent
immigrants.

MODERN WARFARE ACTIVE MEASURES TO BRING TO CRISIS

Blacks held a
UNION meeting
at a church.
Could that be
why
the
whites wanted
to stop them?
Communism?
Democrats
stirring the
Communist
flames
of
racism. “Free
Will” slaves.

We are either a United people, or we are not. If the former,
let us, in all maters of general concern act as a nation,
which have national objects to promote, and a national
character to support. If we are not, let us no longer act a
farce by pretending to it.
George Washington, letter to
James Madison, November 30, 1785

The Elaine, Arkansas massacre of 1919
stands as the deadliest case of racial
violence in Arkansas history. Author and
historian Grif Stockley reveals the
haunting story of Elaine, Arkansas.
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George Soros like OWS funded

organizers in Ferguson.
America is being hedged in on every side and our enemies are
within.
George Soros funded groups creating the crisis.

